RENO HARLEY-DAVIDSON/BUELL
RIDER REQUIREMENTS

EYE PROTECTION

Must be 21 years of age or older.

The States of Nevada and California require all
motorcyclists to wear eye protection.

Must have a valid driver’s license with motorcycle
endorsement from country or state of permanent
residence.

Eye protection must be provided by rider and
passenger and can be purchased at the dealership.

Any major credit card on which Reno HarleyDavidson/Buell can authorize a $2,000.00 security
deposit. No cash deposits will be accepted.

Rain Gear is provided with each rental by request.

You will be required to perform a brief riding skills
test. Eligibility to ride will be determined by a
representative of Reno Harley-Davidson/Buell.

Reno Harley-Davidson/Buell reserves the right to
refuse service to anyone.

Must come ready to ride. NO SHORTS or SANDALS.
Gloves and boots are recommended.

DISCLAIMERS

Reno Harley-Davidson/Buell can not guarantee
availability of requested motorcycle models. (Every
effort will be made to accommodate each request).

Passengers must be present at pick-up.

Motorcycle availability may be limited due to special
events.

SECURITY DEPOSIT

Motorcycle rental subject to weather conditions.

You are responsible for returning the motorcycle in
the same condition it was in before it was rented. If
the motorcycle you are renting is damaged, you will
be responsible for all repairs up to the full value of the
motorcycle. By accepting the Loss Damage Waiver
your liability is limited to the $2,000.00 security
deposit. This is in addition to any rental charge(s) you
may incur. Reno Harley-Davidson/Buell technicians
will perform all repairs.

Motorcycle rental subject to 48 hour cancellation
surcharge.
All motorcycles must be picked up and
dropped off within normal business hours
(9:00am - 4:30pm) at the Harley-Davidson/
Buell dealership. The dealership is located
at 2295 Market St., Reno, NV 89502
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Reno Harley-Davidson/Buell will provide the Rider
and Passenger with a DOT approved HarleyDavidson Half Helmet.
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HELMETS
The states of Nevada and California require all
motorcyclists to wear a proper fitting DOT approved
helmet(s).

Harvard Way

Reno Harley-Davidson/Buell will provide voucher
customers with FULL coverage insurance that
includes: Supplemental Liability, Personal Accident
and Personal Property. Also a Loss Damage Waiver
is provided. For more details please speak with a
dealership rental representative.
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The states of Nevada and California require you to
carry written proof of Liability Insurance on all motor
vehicles.
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